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Anointed with ashes, draped in animal skin, he stands on top of the snow-covered mountain, skull in hand, withdrawn, with dogs for company, destroying the world with his indifference. He is the God that the Goddess will awaken. His name is Shiva. Locked in his stories, symbols and rituals are the secrets of our ancestors. This book tries to unlock seven. Buy from: Infibeam |
URead | Snapdeal | Amazon Kindle | Crosswords | Fingoshop | Rediff | Sapnaonline | Amazon America | Markmybook Kudos at Devdutt Patnayak. His knowledge and explanations are amazing and feel good. He does not promote blind faith, but tries to explain logic in enlightening ways that surround Hindu faith and rituals. A brilliant writer. amit sharma Amazon Customer Author
does justice in describing the existence and behavior of the world's keeper. The journey from Brahma to Brahman, Prakriti to Purusha, Material Reality to Spiritual Reality is the crucial point of the book. They try to justify The Difference in Function of Vishnu and Shiva and their interdependence. It is a well-researched work and you need to read it for people who want an
introspection in the sense of life. Gurudatt Rao Amazon Client No EMI Cost: Asail No EMI Cost on selected cards for orders above 3000 Bank Offer Details (2): Get 10% up to Rs. 1500 Instant Discount on ICICI Bank Debit Card EMi Transactions See All Average Customer Rating Overall 4.5 out of 5 Stars 4.6 out of 5.0 5 Stars 172 4 Stars 49 3 Stars 11 2 Stars 4 1 Stars 4
Performance 4.5 out of 5 Stars 4.6 out of 5.0 5 Stars 142 4 Stars 48 3 Stars 5 2 Stars 2 1 Stars 2 Story 4.5 of 5 Stars 4.6 of 5.0 5 Stars 136 4 Stars 41 3 Stars 15 2 Stars 2 1 Stars 2 All Stars 5 Stars Only 4 Stars Only 2 Stars Only 2 Stars Only 1 Star I am deep in mythology and related texts and this book has opened a huge and logical explanation why behind many myths. It is a
well-researched and written book. I like the part where Lord Shiva's innocence are highlighted and explained from a frustrating point of view by the Parvati Goddess. Live this book! Really touched the soul. Amazing book with amazing story line. Happy to listen to everyone.  I am able to play all my audio cards, only it does not play any sound. the scroll bar plays, but there is no
sound. Is there something wrong???? Those who admire Shiva will love Devdutt's cool writing style as always. I like it, you like it, we like it, you like it, they like it. A very insightful work.. another masterpiece by Devdutta ... I started praying to Shiva. not for religion, but for spirituality was not too verbose and captured the main ethos and principles of good. The narrator was clear,
well paced and draws you into the book. It's The Outlook of Shiva, not full of shiva and narrative Been good story wonderful presentation there are some books that lead you to the true meaning of spirituality. this is one of them enjoyed reading seven secrets of so it is written in a simple, .easy to understand by an average reader. Intrigued by all Shiva's secrets. I'd like to listen to
more of these. All stars 5 stars just 4 stars just 3 stars only 2 stars only 1 star only Book is awesome! Not only does it give you secrets, it gives you the deep meaning behind these secrets. Phenomenal book, Here is a bit of background about me, I was raised Hindu yet always had my particular doubts to be made to do it, but reading this gave me a new lease on it, this book
redefined Hinduism for a Hindu too bored of being forced. Valerie Christensen 03-12-19 A simple explanation of Shavism as a practical means of liberation. It provides historical, spiritual, mythical and physical context to inform Shiva's entire dance and how we can enjoy and join the dance. I would kindly ask the author and reader to equip and write and read more books likes this
in connection with Hindu mythology. I'm here to listen. I want to be the first to listen to this goodness. Please, please And thank you for this master work he hoped to learn some unknown secrets about Shiva, but ended up listening to some stories behind Shiva's names. Not worth buying for sure Divya Raghunathan 13-11-20 Loved every bit and certainly a more read for me.
Please set aside your previous life knowledge before you start this, you will enjoy it thoughly. All stars 5 stars just 4 stars just 3 stars just 2 stars just 1 star only amazing journey from Shiva (purusha) to shakti (prakriti, sanskriti and brahmand) through their sons and other forms. Sometimes it encourages readers toward the author's bias of Shankra (wordly manners) Vishnu as God
while the real Shiva state is free of it. Good metaphors, I wish I was more and more in depth. This book will help readers better understand Lord Shiva and his various forms. The summary of Book 7 Secrets of Shiva begins with a discussion about the clash between Western methodologies and Hindu adhering spout. According to the author, Devdutt Pattanaik, Western scientists
are more concerned with the objective representation of Hindu gods. Symbols like Shiva Linga look like a phallus, but represent a mind that has reached a higher level of peace. He goes on to explain Lord Shiva's seven secrets: Lingeshwara, Bhairava, Shankara, Bholenath, Ganesha, Kartikeya and Nataraja. The book contains illustrations, photographs, poster art and blurbs.
About Devdutt Pattanaik Devdutt Pattanaik is the author of this book and is an expert in Hindu mythology. He is also a respected mythology, a doctor of medicine and driving. His works are largely based on themes of mythology and management. Some books he wrote are Jaya: A Retelling Illustrated by Mahabharata, 7 Secrets of Shiva and the Book of Ram.Page 2 This This will
help readers better understand Lord Shiva and his various forms. The summary of Book 7 Secrets of Shiva begins with a discussion about the clash between Western methodologies and Hindu adhering spout. According to the author, Devdutt Pattanaik, Western scientists are more concerned with the objective representation of Hindu gods. Symbols like Shiva Linga look like a
phallus, but represent a mind that has reached a higher level of peace. He goes on to explain Lord Shiva's seven secrets: Lingeshwara, Bhairava, Shankara, Bholenath, Ganesha, Kartikeya and Nataraja. The book contains illustrations, photographs, poster art and blurbs. About Devdutt Pattanaik Devdutt Pattanaik is the author of this book and is an expert in Hindu mythology. He
is also a respected mythology, a doctor of medicine and a leading consultant. His works are largely based on themes of mythology and management. Some of the books he wrote are Jaya: An Illustrated Repovveling of the Mahabharata, 7 Secrets of Shiva and the Book of Ram. In 7 Secrets of Shiva, Devdutt Pattanaik tries to dissociate Lord Shiva's symbolic form from his
physical form, providing a detailed analysis of subjective and metaphysical aspects rather than objective aspects. Summary of 7 Secrets of Shiva, Pattanaik begins the analysis of Hindu mythology by analyzing the conflict between Western methodology and Hindu supporters. He states that when Western scholars and academics examine Hindu mythological symbols, such as
Linga Shiva, they are more concerned with objective representation. Objective is a phallus, but subjectively represents a mind that is unstirred and happy. Devout Hindus are more concerned with the latter explanation and therefore ignore first during their worship. In a similar style of analysis, Pattanaik continues to decipher the seven forms of Lord Shiva. In the first chapter
entitled Lingeshwara, the author goes beyond the meaning of a phallic symbol. Instead, Lingeshwara represents mental stimulation, happiness, and a focused mind. In the second chapter entitled Bhairava, the form of Lord Shiva eliminates fear and ruin. With the banishment of fear, the mind is able to continue on the path of inner happiness. In the third and fourth chapter entitled
Shankara and Bholenath, Shiva is portrayed as a householder and as the counterpart of the goddess Shakti. Their union symbolizes the propagation of the species. It also explains how the goddess tries to get Shiva to participate in the material world. The fifth and sixth chapters are related to the sons of Shiva, Ganesha and Kartikeya. It explains how Ganesha eliminates the
deficit, and promotes a good life, prosperity, and knowledge. Kartikeya removes villains and predation. The last chapter is entitled Nataraja, and represents the When Lord Shiva performed He was destroying the universe. In addition to deciphering the symbolism behind Hindu mythology, Pattanaik included illustrations, photographs, poster art, and blurbs to give readers a visual
dimension of explanation. About Devdutt Pattanaik Dr Devdutt Pattanaik is an author, entrepreneur, and Chief Belief Officer at Future Group. He has written over twenty books dealing with Hindu mythology. Some of these titles are 99 Thoughts of Ganesha, Hanuman-O Introduction, Pregnant King, Indra Find Happiness, Kama v/s Yama, Goddess of India, Jaya, Book of Kali, and
Myth = Mithya. Besides writing, he has over fifteen years of experience as a physician, working for companies, such as Sanofi Aventis and Apollo Health Street. He also worked with Ernst and Young as a business consultant. Pattanaik is currently an inspirational speaker and head coach at many organizations. Business Sutra and Shastrdarth are TV shows that were hosted by
him on CNBC TV-18 and CNBC Awaaz, respectively. Pattanaik has written more than 25 books. Books.
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